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chapter 11
Sortilege between Divine Ordeals and “Secular” 
Justice: Aspects of Jurisdiction in (Ritual) Texts 
from Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt
Franziska Naether1
In this chapter, I show that the Sortes Astrampsychi and related lot and ticket 
oracles from Graeco-Roman Egypt quite frequently allude to legal issues or 
concrete acts of judicial life. I conclude that people asked oracles for help in 
legal matters, or, put differently, that the oracles formed part of the Egyptian 
system(s) of justice. I place this aspect of the Sortes Astrampsychi in context by 
discussing a selection of text types such as oracles, temple oaths, and amulet 
decrees dating back as far as the New Kingdom (1550 BCE) and argue that we 
need to interpret these texts in two ways: as texts of ritual practices and as texts 
of Egyptian/Ptolemaic/Roman Imperial law. I present case studies from ritual 
texts of Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt in Greek and Demotic where practitioners, 
mainly qualified temple personnel, acted as intermediates between humans 
and gods to find solutions in certain legal matters.
The questions and answers in a Greek lot oracle, the Sortes Astrampsychi, 
form the starting point of this chapter. The focus of interest will lay in 
situations which required divine instead of ‘secular’ justice and in the texts 
(sometimes based on sortition) which lead to judgments and the ritual experts, 
sortilegi, who guided these processes. This also means the sortilegus had to be 
competent in religious and juristic issues. Additionally, I address the following 
question: Could one regard aspects of jurisdiction as ‘secularized’ in a society 
with highly intertwined rituals, a sacralized world order (Ma’at) and a divine 
king? My contribution concludes with an analysis of this discourse and its 
applicability for ancient studies.
1   I express my sincere thanks to AnneMarie Luijendijk and Bill Klingshirn for organizing this 
formidable symposium as well as to all contributors and participants for their input. It was 
very impressive to see how research on sortes continues. Abbreviations of papyrological 
works are cited after the “Checklist of Greek, Latin, Demotic and Coptic Papyri, Ostraca and 
Tablets,” edited by edited by John F. Oates et al. (http://scriptorium.lib.duke.edu/papyrus/
texts/clist.html). Some texts have been accessed via the Thesaurus Lingua Aegyptia (http://
aaew.bbaw.de/tla/), the Papyrological Navigator (http://papyri.info/), and the Trismegistos 
database (http://www.trismegistos.org). All websites have been accessed on March 1, 2017.
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1 The Sortes Astrampsychi
The Sortes Astrampsychi gives important insights into the social, economic 
and religious life of Roman Egypt. Here I will show that it also was consulted 
to solve legal situations. The text consists of ninety-two questions, with ten 
answers assigned to each question, and fake answers composed due to the 
structure of the oracle. The manuscript tradition comprises thirteen papyrus 
fragments dating from the late second/early third to fifth century CE, and 
sixteen medieval manuscripts.2 This makes the Sortes Astrampsychi the best-
preserved lot oracle from the ancient world. While the more recent manuscripts 
contain the complete text, the ancient sources preserve only sections in several 
variations of the text. The discovery of more fragments in archives worldwide 
and excavation sites in Egypt is possible and probable.
While the Sortes Astrampsychi is written in Greek, there are similar examples 
from the same text type in Egyptian languages and scripts (hieratic, demotic, 
Coptic), as we will see below. I compare these with the Sortes Astrampsychi 
to prove that divinatory practices based on sortition played a major role in 
Egyptian religious life at least from the New Kingdom (though probably 
earlier) until the Arab period (1550 BCE–641 CE). New texts keep emerging: 
other contributions in this volume present some and colleagues have brought 
additional manuscripts to my attention.3 Furthermore, sortes books have a 
history in other cultures, with direct links from antiquity to the early modern 
periods with texts preserved in European languages. More and more divinatory 
techniques known from Greek and Latin historiographers can be retraced now 
to Graeco-Roman Egypt, such as an omen book on a gecko (giving the meaning 
when the reptile falls on certain parts of the body)4 and prognostications on 
form and look of the human body (physiognomancy).5 Salvatore Costanza 
2   Franziska Naether, Die Sortes Astrampsychi, ORA 3 (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2010), 76–82.
3   To my knowledge, there is ongoing research about sortes by the following colleagues: 
Joachim F. Quack (Heidelberg) about hieratic and demotic texts, some already mentioned 
in Naether, Sortes Astrampsychi, 347–49; Allegra Iafrate (Milan/Oxford) on the Sortes Regis 
Amalrici; Nancy Duval (Montreal) on the Sortes Homericae; and Christa Tuczay (Vienna) 
about medieval lot oracles.
4   Karl-Theodor Zauzich, “Das demotische ‘Buch des Geckos’ und die Palmomantik des 
Melampus,” in Forschung in der Papyrussammlung. Eine Festgabe für das Neue Museum, ed. 
Verena M. Lepper, Ägyptische und Orientalische Papyri und Handschriften des Ägyptischen 
Museums und Papyrussammlung Berlin 1 (Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 2012), 355–73.
5   The edition of a demotic papyrus from Tebtunis in the Carlsberg Collection, Copenhagen, is 
currently under preparation by Kim Ryholt.
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found papyrological evidence for hepatoscopy whose existence had been 
deemed probable, though necessarily speculative, until his discovery.6
2 Jurisdiction in the Sortes Astrampsychi7
The questions in the Sortes Astrampsychi reflect many aspects of daily life. 
In an earlier analysis of this lot oracle, I identified fifteen categories. The 
most prominently featured themes are inquiries about increase of property 
and wealth, about love and marriage, and about a professional career. For 
the present topic, it is of interest that five questions also pertain to juridical 
matters:
28 εἰ δώσω τοὺς λόγους μου ἄρτι; Will I soon give an accounting?
29 εἰ σώζομαι κατηγορούμενος; Am I safe from prosecution?
51 εἰ νικήσω ἣν ἔχω δίκην; Will I win my case?
63 εἰ νικήσω τὸν ἀντίδικον; Will I win against my opponent in the trial?
69 εἰ θεὶς παραβόλιον νικήσω; Will I win if I put down a deposit for an 
appeal?8
There are additional questions touching upon juristic issues (such as marriage, 
divorce or matters of inheritance which required contracts) that I have sorted 
under other categories due to their content. Apart from question 51, which 
is more general, these questions address specific situations referring to trial, 
appeal, complaint, and defendant.9 From this variety, petitioners could choose 
a question perfectly suited to their situation at the time of consulting the 
oracle. Additionally, a mantic specialist, in Egypt usually a priest, acted as an 
intermediate to help find the right question, execute the procedure of sortition, 
and interpret the god-given answer. Through this mediation, petitioners were 
able to obtain divine help in their individual situation.
6   See his contribution in this volume.
7   See also Naether, Sortes Astrampsychi, 256–59.
8   Trans. Randall A. Stewart and Kenneth Morell, “The Oracles of Astrampsychus,” in Anthology 
of Ancient Greek Popular Literature, ed. William Hansen (Bloomington: Indiana University 
Press, 1998), 291–324 (modified).
9   These judicial termini represent complex structures, see Sandra L. Lippert, Einführung in die 
altägyptische Rechtsgeschichte, Einführungen und Quellentexte zur Ägyptologie 5 (Münster: 
LIT 2008). For the answers to these questions, see Naether, Sortes Astrampsychi, 257–59.
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3 Justice and Law in Ancient Egypt
By facilitating legal decisions, the Sortes Astrampsychi stands in a long history 
in ancient Egypt of jurisdiction by oracles. As I will show in this section, this 
practice is attested in different periods, languages and text types, and in royal 
politics as well as in private matters. Ancient Egyptian oracle questions on 
ostraca and papyrus slips, so-called ticket oracles, contain questions to the 
gods with a plea for help in juristic matters as well.10
In ancient Egypt, a place of jurisdiction was the premit. When the pharaoh 
or the praefectus Aegypti visited a town, that is where he answered the petitions 
of locals. This was the northern gate of the local main temple, a highly religious 
place where usually only priests and other inaugurated staff were allowed to 
enter the dromos and the sanctuary to meet the gods. Temple oaths were also 
delivered there. This location represented a fusion of the official law, spoken 
and executed by the pharaoh or prefect, or his stand-in, and the realm of divine 
law, represented by the divinities of the temples where the administration of 
justice took place.11
In ancient Egypt, as in many societies, religion leavened nearly all aspects 
of life. The divine world order, and within that, the law (hp), was personified 
by a goddess with a characteristic feather, Ma’at (Mȝ‘.t).12 This creative power 
10   The eminence and precision of this subject led me to the idea that the Graeco-Roman 
ticket oracles might have had a place in Ptolemaic and Roman law. Were they part of 
divine justice in some way? And if yes, how was that divine justice intertwined with 
Egyptian/Ptolemaic/Roman imperial law? Further study proved this could not be verified 
due to the lack of sources and metatexts or hints in the texts themselves. See Naether, 
Sortes Astrampsychi, 390–94.
11   Jan Quaegebeur, “La justice à la porte des temples et le toponyme Premit,” in Individu, 
société et spiritualité dans l’Egypte pharaonique et copte. Mélanges égyptologiques offerts 
à Prof. Aristide Théodoridès, ed. Christophe Cannuyer and Jean-Marie Kruchten (Athens: 
Association Montoise d’Égyptologie, 1995), 201–20; Serge Sauneron, “La justice à la porte 
des temples (à propos d’un nom égyptien des Propylées),” BIFAO 54 (1954): 117–27.
12   Sandra L. Lippert, “Law (Definitions and Codification),” in UCLA Encyclopedia of 
Egyptology, ed. Elizabeth Frood and Willeke Wendrich (Los Angeles, 2012), 2 (http://
digital2.library.ucla.edu/viewItem.do?ark=21198/zz002bzzgj): “only a comparatively small 
aspect of maat is concerned with what we would call ‘legal justice.’” For Ma’at in general, 
see Jan Assmann, Ma’at: Gerechtigkeit und Unsterblichkeit im Alten Ägypten (München: 
Beck, 1991); Assmann, “Königsdogma und Heilserwartung: Politische und kultische 
Chaosbeschreibungen in ägyptischen Texten,” in Apocalypticism in the Mediterranean 
World and the Near East: Proceedings of the International Colloquium on Apocalypticism, 
Uppsala, August 12–17, 1979, ed. David Hellholm (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1983), 345–77. 
Hans-W. Fischer-Elfert offers case studies of individuals outside this norm in Abseits 
von Ma’at. Fallstudien zu Außenseitern im Alten Ägypten. Wahrnehmungen und Spuren 
Altägyptens: Kulturgeschichtliche Beträge zur Ägyptologie 1 (Würzburg: Ergon, 2005).
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and political force had to be achieved daily through rituals with the pharaoh 
serving as the representative of the gods on earth and the vizier as the ‘prophet 
of Ma’at.’ Ma’at is a complex system of ethics and ‘truth,’ also in a juristic sense. 
Ma’at worked together with Heka (Hqȝ), ‘Magic,’ against Isfet (Isf.t), ‘Disorder’ 
or ‘Chaos.’ All three are integrated in Egyptian cosmology.13 According to the 
Egyptian conception of the afterlife, the deceased had to undergo a trial in 
which the heart was weighed against the Ma’at feather. Only if the scales 
were in balance, access to the netherworld would be granted. Otherwise, the 
deceased had to suffer a second death by being eaten by a demonic creature. 
Many vignettes in papyri of the Book of the Dead feature the scene of the 
weighing.14 Divine justice, it appears, is connected to a key rite of passage in 
the Egyptian belief system. The same is true of the festive events that are 
part of the calendar: The overview of days, months and seasons served as 
an orientation to time and natural phenomena, but was in the first place a 
calendar of festivals for putting Ma’at into practice.15
The Egyptians attributed Ma‘at and jurisdiction to the god Thoth.16 The 
Egyptian king as supreme judge and his viziers and other representatives 
took care of people’s actions and compliance with the law. Before the Persian 
invasion of Egypt, codified law did not exist, and trials were solved by casuistic 
law and norms. Only sporadic references to laws in Egyptian literary texts 
have been preserved, such as teachings, Greek historiographic accounts, or 
13   For an overview of the perception of Ma’at, creation, and a conception of laws of nature, 
see Franziska Naether, “Naturgesetze und göttliche Justiz in Ägypten: zwei Pole einer 
Betrachtung,” in Laws of Heaven – Laws of Nature: Himmelsgesetze – Naturgesetze. Legal 
Interpretations of Cosmic Phenomena in the Ancient World – Rechtsförmige Interpretationen 
kosmischer Phänomene in der antiken Welt, ed. Konrad Schmid and Christoph Uehlinger, 
Orbis Biblicus et Orientalis 267 (Fribourg: Academic Press, 2016), 52–70.
14   Thomas George Allen, The Book of the Dead or Going Forth by Day: Ideas of the Ancient 
Egyptians Concerning the Hereafter as Expressed in Their Own Terms. SAOC 37 (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1974).
15   As examples, see hemerologies (calendars of lucky and unlucky days as featured in the 
Sortes Astrampsychi) and the prognostic calendar of the Naos of the Decades in Franziska 
Naether and Micah Ross, “Interlude: A Series containing a Hemerology with Lengths of 
Daylight,” Egitto e Vicino Oriente 31 (2008): 52–91; Anne-Sophie von Bomhard, The Naos of 
the Decades. From Observation of the Sky to Mythology and Astrology. Oxford Centre for 
Maritime Archaeology Monograph 3 (Oxford: Oxford Centre for Maritime Archaeology, 
Institute of Archaeology, 2008). Newly edited is a list from Aswan: Friedhelm Hoffmann, 
“Die Datierung des Ostrakon Brooklyn 12768 1630 und der Kult des Osiris-Espmetis auf 
Elephantine in römischer Zeit,” in Texte, Theben, Tonfragmente: Festschrift Günter Burkard, 
ed. Dieter Kessler et al., ÄAT 76 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2009), 206–13.
16   Lippert, “Law (Definitions and Codification),” 2: hp = ‘(single) law,’ ‘legal title.’
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the ‘Instruction for the Vizier’ and certain royal decrees.17 Since documentary 
texts are highly formalized in layout, formulations, and style, a tendency to 
normalization can be observed. We lack texts that speak to a history or a 
philosophy of law in Egypt. Indeed, the first extant account of a collection 
of laws in Egypt is preserved on a papyrus in the Bibliothèque nationale in 
Paris (BN 215 verso, columns 6–16, ca. 250–220 BCE). Besides the legal text, 
the papyrus contains the story of its development, beginning with an order 
to collect laws addressed to priests, wise men, and military officials of the 
Persian king Darius I (549–486 BCE).18 Several later law books from Egypt are 
attested in Greek and demotic, such as the Codex Hermoupolis, the so-called 
Zivilprozessordnung (a civil procedure code), the Gnomon of the Idios Logos, 
and the Corpus Iuris Civilis.19
Egypt occupied a special position in the Graeco-Roman period, as it had 
two legal systems: the indigenous Egyptian law and the Macedonian/Greek 
and later Latin law.20 These systems were supplemented, e.g., by decrees such 
as the famous Rosetta Stone.
17   Lippert, “Law (Definitions and Codification),” 3.
18   Lippert, “Law (Definitions and Codification),” 3; Lippert, “Les codes de lois en Égypte à 
l’époque perse,” in Codes de lois et lois sacrées: La rédaction et la codification des lois en 
Grèce et dans l’Israël ancien, ed. Dominique Jaillard and Christophe Nihan (Wiesbaden: 
Harrassowitz, forthcoming); Pierre Briant, From Cyrus to Alexander: A History of 
the Persian Empire (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 2002), 474; Kenneth A. Kitchen and 
Paul J. N. Lawrence, Treaty, Law and Covenant in the Ancient Near East (Wiesbaden: 
Harrassowitz, 2012).
19   Lippert, “Law (Definitions and Codification),” 8–10 with the known sources, e.g. Schafik 
Allam, “Réflexions sur le Code légal d’Hermopolis dans l’Égypte ancienne,” CEg 61 
(1986): 50–75; Sandra L. Lippert, Ein demotisches juristisches Lehrbuch: Untersuchungen 
zu Papyrus Berlin P 23757 rto. ÄA 66 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2004); William J. Tait, 
“P. Carlsberg 236: Another Fragment of a Demotic Legal Manual” in The Carlsberg Papyri 
1: Demotic Texts from the Collection, ed. John Paul Frandsen. Carsten Niebuhr Institute 
Publications 15 (Copenhaven: Museum Tusculanums Forlag, 1991), 93–101; Michel 
Chauveau, “P. Carlsberg 301: Le manuel juridique de Tebtynis,” in Frandsen, The Carlsberg 
Papyri 1, 103–27; Alexander Schütze, Ägypten unter der Herrschaft der Achämeniden. 
Studien zur Verwaltung und Gesellschaft einer Provinz des Perserreiches (PhD diss., 
Universität Leipzig, 2012); Mónica M. Bontty, Conflict Management in Ancient Egypt: Law 
as a Social Phenomenon (PhD diss., University of Michigan).
20   Joseph M. Modrzejewski, Droit impérial et traditions locales dans l’Égypte romaine. 
Collected Studies 321 (Hampshire: Variorum, 1990).
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4 Divine Justice
Parallel to the casuistic and, in later periods, canonic law, Egypt also had a 
divine legislation by which certain matters were decided. Here, divination 
comes into view again, for it is through divinatory techniques that Egyptians 
could explore the divine will or knowledge as the highest instance of 
jurisdiction. The role of the divine in Egyptian justice and its contextualization 
in Egyptian (social, political) history à la longue durée has not yet been 
examined in detail, apart from remarks and rather pejorative comments which 
speak of the Graeco-Roman and Byzantine periods as eras of decline. In his 
1996 article “Droit et magie,” Yvan Koenig presented a preliminary approach to 
studying divine justice. His conclusion features the important observation that 
magical practices and actions of law often cannot be distinguished because 
an important function of Heka was to enable the world order of Ma’at and the 
protection of the land.21 Shafik Allam and Joachim Friedrich Quack22 provided 
overviews of the topic.23 Moreover, in Roman religion, such close ties between 
religion and jurisdiction have been verified as well.24 Clearly there is a lack of 
scholarship on this topic; perhaps this is due to the fact that we possess only 
few facts about divine justice besides the divinatory texts themselves.
Moreover, many historians of law were educated in modern law and 
therefore consider decisions of gods as an antiquated method on the way to 
a secular state with separate powers,25 a way for priests to make money,26 or 
as a form of simple-minded personal piety.27 I concur with Quack, however, 
that divine judgments had their place in jurisdiction in certain periods, certain 
21   Yvan Koenig, “Droit et Magie,” in Égypte pharaonique: pouvoir, société, ed. Bernadette 
Menu. Mediterranées 6–7 (Paris: Harmattan, 1996), 157.
22   Joachim Friedrich Quack, “Göttliche Gerechtigkeit und Recht am Beispiel des spätzeitli-
chen Ägypten,” in Recht und Religion. Menschliche und göttliche Gerechtigkeitsvorstellun­
gen in den Antiken Welten, ed. Robert Rollinger, Heinz Barta, and Martin Lang, Philippika 
24 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2008), 135–53.
23   Schafik Allam, “Gottesgerichtsbarkeit in der altägyptischen Arbeitersiedlung von Deir 
el-Medineh,” Mitteilungen des Deutschen Archäologischen Instituts Kairo 24 (1969): 10–15.
24   See the recent volume by O. E. Tellegen-Couperus, Law and Religion in the Roman Republic 
(Leiden: Brill, 2012).
25   E.g., Erwin Seidl called it “eine Verirrung des ägyptischen Rechts in einer Verfallszeit”; 
Seidel, Einführung in die ägyptische Rechtsgeschichte bis zum Ende des Neuen Reiches. 1. 
Juristischer Teil, Ägyptologische Forschungen 10 (Glückstadt: Augustin, 1939), 38–39.
26   Isidor M. Lurje, Studien zum altägyptischen Recht des 16. bis 10. Jahrhunderts v.u.Z., 
Forschungen zum Römischen Recht 30 (Weimar: Böhlau, 1971), 120–25.
27   Schafik Allam, “Religiöse Bindungen im Recht und Rechtswirksamkeit in Altägypten,” 
in Rollinger et al., Recht und Religion, 120–22. He also postulates that methods of divine 
justice have been implemented to avoid a breach of laws after a trial.
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local contexts and certain cases.28 It is very probable that people consulted 
gods in situations of contingency not only to achieve divine assistance or 
to get to know things which laid beyond their perception, but also to speed 
up processes. Since the Egyptians considered their gods to be the highest 
authorities, these gods occupied the highest position in the juristic hierarchy. 
But we also know of cases where individuals doubted the oracular answer of 
one god and asked another.29 Communication between the human and the 
divine was not a one-way street. A mantic specialist assisting with oracles and 
a member of the local court could be one and the same person.30
The situation raises questions: In which cases was the ‘standard’ way of 
jurisdiction ‘sufficient,’ and in which cases did people consult oracles? Was a 
divine ordeal more useful and more valid in court than a report of a witness? 
Our sources on divine law basically involve matters of property, theft and fraud 
that were decided through the help of divine intervention. An example is a 
divine decision concerning the right of way. The text (ca. 1539–1077 BCE) reads 
as follows:
Year 14, month 1 of the summer season, day 19: The invocation which the 
man of the workers’ group, Pentaweret, had done, of the king Amenhotep 
on this day: “My good lord! I will not give Hay the (right to use the) way 
to go in and out (on) this land.” (So) he (the god-king Amenhotep) spoke. 
Then, the god moved behind … (more cases and ordeals and a list of 
witnesses follow).
Ostracon Cairo inv. 2555531
28   Quack, “Göttliche Gerechtigkeit,” 139: “Gottesurteile mögen zu manchen Zeiten häufiger 
als zu anderen sein, aber sie haben immer noch eine Struktur und einen definierten 
Platz in der Gesellschaft…. Dieser dürfte dort zu sehen sein, wo sonstige Mittel der 
Wahrheitsfindung nicht mehr greifen.”
29   E.g., Papyrus BM EA inv. 10335; see Sandra L. Lippert, “Law Courts,” in UCLA Encyclopedia 
of Egyptology, ed. Elizabeth Frood and Willeke Wendrich (http://digital2.library.ucla.edu/
viewItem.do?ark=21198/zz002djg21).
30   E.g., Petosiris and Padikem in Gilles Gorre, “Les élites sacerdotales d’Hermopolis et 
le pouvoir gréco-macédonien,” in Elites et pouvoir en Egypte ancienne, ed. Juan Carlos 
Moreno Garcia, Cahiers de recherches de l’Institut de Papyrologie et d’Egyptologie de 
Lille 28 (Lille: Université Charles-de-Gaulle 2009–2010), 364–66.
31   Edition in Jaroslav Černý, Ostraca hiératiques Nos 25501–25832, Catalogue général des 
antiquités égyptiennes du Musée du Caire (Cairo: L’Institut Français d’Archéologie 
Orientale, 1935); commentary in Allam, “Gottesgerichtsbarkeit,” 13.
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For the present discussion, it is important to notice that such cases do not 
differ from crimes and offences dealt with in courts.32
5 Text Types for Divination and Law
Several texts belonging to the realm of cult practices (religion, magic, 
divination, etc.) use formal, law-like language and pertain to juristic matters 
in some way, or are part of the official or divine law of Egypt. In this section, 
I present such text types.
The main oracular processes consisted of the ticket oracle and ordeals 
of the processional barque.33 Priests brought the petitioners’ questions before 
the cult statue of the local god for a decision. At this stage, only professional 
temple personnel were allowed to enter the sanctuary. Each question was put 
before the divinity either in oral or written form. The preserved ostraca and 
papyrus tickets show that the questions were presented in a twofold way: in an 
affirmative and in a negative version. By a movement or technique of sortition, 
maybe through a medium, the divinity picked one ticket which signified the 
answer. This piece was then handed back to the petitioner. The versions found 
in excavations are basically the neglected ones, which have been archived in 
temples that were later excavated.
The processional oracle works similarly: ostraca with questions or keywords 
were put in front of the barque containing the god’s image in a festival 
procession on the temple dromos. This ritual boat was carried by priestly staff. 
The god declared his will by movement of the barque and its carriers, such 
as nodding or withdrawing. These divinatory techniques are attested in Egypt 
from the New Kingdom/Third Intermediate Period (ca. 1550 BCE onwards) 
until the Roman period. There was a preference in favor of the ticket oracle 
in Ptolemaic and Roman times. The written evidence is in hieratic, demotic, 
Greek and Coptic. Besides these yes/no questions, it was also possible to present 
the divinity with a list of possibilities such as names of thieves. This method 
could have been used in oral or written form as well as with the processional 
barque or the god’s statue. Court officials protocolled the decisions. As Sandra 
Lippert notes, in Deir el-Medina, where most of our textual evidence for these 
32   Lippert, “Law Courts,” 7.
33   Naether, Sortes Astrampsychi, 359–410.
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practices in the New Kingdom derives, the majority of divine court cases 
supposedly took place on festival days.34
As in the Sortes Astrampsychi, the issues of petitioners also addressed 
legal matters. One example is a second century CE Greek ticket oracle from 
Oxyrhynchus. It reads: “To Zeus Helius, great Serapis and the associated gods. 
Theon, also called Ptolemaeus, asks: if it is beneficial for me to dissolve the … 
decision (ἐπίκρισις), give me this” (P.Oxy. LXXIV 5018).35 According to its editor, 
Pauline Ripat, the lacuna in front of the word ἐπίκρισις
may refer to a decision in a general sense or to the process that determined 
a person’s legal status for tax purposes; those who believed they had 
claim to a superior status and its accompanying lower rate of taxation 
would undergo epikrisis.
Be that as it may, undoubtedly this oracle question relates to legal matters and 
proves that such themes were brought in front of the divinities to obtain a 
decision by a high authority.36
Another genre within this wider Egyptian legal system are so-called Letters 
to the Gods.37 Judged pejoratively by Allam as random acts of a gloomy kind of 
personal piety,38 letters written by or in the name of an individual to a divinity 
always contain a plea for help to attain justice. People using this technique 
appear to have first tried different legal means to solve their cases, such as going 
to court, but failed. In the texts, they refer to a ‘law,’ that is, to a kind of justice 
34   Lippert, “Law Courts,” 7–8. She also mentions that oracles served as notary authentications 
of documents in the twenty-first and twenty-second dynasties.
35   P.Oxy. LXXIV 5018: Διὶ Ἡλίῳ μεγάλῳ Σαράπιδι καὶ τοῖς | συννάοις θεοῖς. ἀξιοῖ Θέων ὁ καὶ | 
Πτολεμαῖος η�̣  σύμφορόν μοί ἐστι | διαλύσασθαι α  λ̣  τ̣ι̣κ̣̣  ν̣̣ ἐπίκρισιν, |τοῦτό μοι δός.
36   There is no evidence so far that the oracle questions after the Late Period had a value in 
trials. See Barbara Anagnostou-Canas, “‘Justice’ oraculaire dans l’Egypte hellénistique et 
romaine,” RHDF 76 (1998): 1–16.
37   Main publication: P.Götterbriefe = Abd el-Gawad Migahid, Demotische Briefe an Götter 
von der Spät – bis zur Römerzeit. Ein Beitrag zur Kenntnis des religiösen Brauchtums im 
alten Ägypten I-II. (PhD diss., University of Würzburg 1987); a newer treatment is Katá 
Endreffy, “Reason for Despair: Notes on Some Demotic Letters to Thoth,” in: The Horizon: 
Studies in Egyptology in Honour of M. A Nur el­Din, ed. Basem Samit El-Sharkawy (Cairo: 
American University in Cairo Press, 2010), 241–51.
38   Schafik Allam, “Recht im pharaonischen Ägypten,” in Die Rechtskulturen der Antike: 
Vom Alten Orient bis zum Römischen Reich, ed. Ulrich Manthe (Munich: Beck, 2003), 
20: “Derartige Texte reflektieren offenbar Vorstellungen, die im irdischen Dasein keine 
konkrete Wirkung haben. Deshalb bleiben sie ebenso wie Zauberformeln und magische 
Praktiken außer Betracht. Solche Bräuche fanden ja keine allgemeine Anerkennung; 
soweit erkennbar, sind daraus keinerlei Rechtsformen erwachsen.”
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which shall be executed by the gods. We lack any information on exactly how 
and where these letters were drawn up.39 This practice is closer to rituals in 
the magical papyri than oracles, for instance, because of the prayer/curse-like 
formulations. Currently, there are forty-three published letters to the gods, the 
majority of which are attested in demotic.40 This type of letter has a (Greek) 
counterpart in texts that Henk Versnel called “judicial prayers” or “prayers for 
legal help.”41 Both reflect the outcry of humans who, finding themselves in a 
hopeless situation, appeal for divine justice.
Another text type consists of oracular amuletic decrees.42 These amulets 
appear to have been written solely in hieratic and are attested twenty-five 
times in a relatively narrow time span, from the twenty-first to the twenty-
third dynasty only (ca. 1075–725 BCE). The amulets consist of papyri inscribed 
with protective formulae that were stuffed in lockets of necklaces for newborn 
children. What makes them especially relevant for our inquiry into divination 
and legal practices is that in these texts divinities such as Mut and Thoth 
promise to protect the children from different kinds of harm created by gods, 
demons, and humans, such as diseases, evil dreams, or slander. The texts take 
the form of a decree, a text type usually associated with laws or important 
exceptional decisions by kings or high officials.43 However, in several genres 
from Egypt, divinities decree certain rights to other gods or humans, as in the 
oracular amuletic decrees and also the Second Amuletic Passports for the 
Afterlife. In the latter case, these small papyri, supposedly decreed by the god 
Thoth, granted the deceased safe passage into the netherworld.44
39   Benjamin Kelly, Petitions, Litigation, and Social Control in Roman Egypt, Oxford Studies in 
Ancient Documents (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011), 160–67, was able to analyze 
this for official petitions to the king (with reference to religious texts).
40   As checked in the Trismegistos database.
41   Hendrik S. Versnel, “Beyond Cursing: The Appeal to Justice in Judicial Prayers,” in Magika 
Hiera: Ancient Greek Magic and Religion, ed. Christopher A. Faraone and Dirk Obbink 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991), 60–106. A famous example of such letters to gods 
is the so-called Curse of Artemisia (PGM XL).
42   Main publication: Iorwerth E. S. Edwards, Oracular Amuletic Decrees of the Late New 
Kingdom. Hieratic Papyri in the British Museum, 4th series, 2 vols. (London: British 
Museum Press, 1960).
43   Examples include the decrees of the annual priestly synods in the Ptolemaic period 
carved on steles such as the famous Rosetta Stone (the Decree of Memphis). The latest 
treatment of texts in this genre (and edition of the Decree of Alexandria) is by Yahia el-
Masry, Hartwig Altenmüller, and Heinz-Josef Thissen, Das Synodaldekret von Alexandria 
aus dem Jahr 243 v. Chr. Studien zur altägyptischen Kultur Beiheft 11 (Hamburg: Buske, 
2012).
44   Mark Depauw, “A ‘Second’ Amuletic Passport for the Afterlife. P. Sydney Nicholson 
Museum 346 b,” Studien zur altägyptischen Kultur 24 (2003): 93–99 and plate 9.
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An additional category of texts are the so-called temple oaths.45 Around 
850 texts, mainly demotic ostraca from Pathyris and Thebes, contain oaths 
of individuals in the name of a god. Such temple oaths are attested from the 
second century BCE until the end of the reign of emperor Augustus. Each text 
starts with a date (though without the ruler’s name; they are mostly dated 
through palaeography and context). After a protocol mentioning the parties of 
the process and the location, the oath starts with a liturgical formula. People 
swore that they had been faithful in their marital life or that they had not 
violated legal matters in the family (inheritance, etc.) or property/financial 
business (credit, loan, exchange, embezzlement, tax, robbery, etc.). The final 
section mentions the judge’s decision and, in some cases, appendices. These 
temple oaths form a good example of how legal reality was intertwined with 
ritual practice, at least at the local level in Upper Egypt.46 The temple oaths 
belong to the jurisdiction of local courts with judges called laokrites (nȝ wp.tiw; 
Greek λαοκριταί). These judges decided minor cases of civil and penal law for 
the Egyptian part of the community, especially in the Ptolemaic period.47
Also known are oaths in the name of the reigning king, often uttered by 
a party that lost a trial in order to secure the assignment of defeat.48 To sum 
up, in order to guarantee the truth of their statements or their compliance to 
a legal decision, parties in legal matters would swear oaths to higher entities.
Additionally, a discussion of royal regulations and ordinances is pertinent 
here (in Greek, προστάγματα and διαγράμματα; Εgyptian sḥn.w and wḏ(.t)).49 
These royal orders of the Ptolemaic kings mainly affected individual cases. The 
matters decreed by the king in such a manner are covered by the official law or 
form an addition thereof.50 Since the king served not only as the legal but also 
45   Main publication: O.Tempeleide = Ursula Kaplony-Heckel, Die demotischen Tempeleide, 
2 vol., ÄA 6 (Wiesbaden, 1963).
46   Lippert, Einführung in die altägyptische Rechtsgeschichte, 174–76. For a recent treatment 
of temple oaths, see Tami Schmidt-Gottschalk and Franziska Naether, “Die Tempeleide: 
Kulturelle und rechtshistorische Kontextualisierung einer Textsorte. Mit einer Edition 
vom O. Lips. ÄMUL dem. inv. 340,” in Hieratic, Demotic and Greek Studies and Text 
Editions. Of Making Many Books There Is No End: Festschrift in Honour of Sven P. Vleeming, 
ed. Koenraad Donker van Heel, Francisca Hoogendijk and Cary J. Martin, Papyrologica 
Lugduno-Batava 34 (Leiden/Boston: Brill 2018), 288–297.
47   Lippert, “Law Courts,” 8.
48   Lippert, “Law Courts,” 6.
49   Joseph M. Modrzejewski, “The PROΣTAΓMATA in the papyri,” JJP 5 (1951): 187–206; 
Marie-Thérèse Lenger, “Ordres administratifs et prostagmata dans l’Egypte ptolémaïque,” 
CEg 42 (1967): 145–55.
50   Werner Huß, Die Verwaltung des ptolemaiischen Reichs. Münchener Beiträge zur 
Papyrusforschung und antiken Rechtsgeschichte 104 (Munich: Beck, 2011), 184–85. 
Prostagmata, like decrees, were proclaimed publically (programmata) and could have 
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religious leader of Egypt,51 such a decision always had a cultic component, for 
instance, in the language and liturgical formulae of these orders.52
Finally, Egyptians could turn to juristic oracles. It seems that in certain 
temporal and local contexts from the New Kingdom onwards, maybe even 
earlier, legal matters of property were settled by oracles. This phenomenon has 
not been studied in toto for ancient Egypt, and the present chapter serves 
only as a preliminary contribution. An example is the stele Cairo JdÉ 45327, 
where the god Ptah made a decision over a transaction of farmland: “This day 
of giving a field of […] when he reported it before Ptah, the great god, saying 
[…] Then this great god assented very greatly.”53 Another example involves 
a complicated case between an embalmer and a woman and concerns the 
mummification of her husband (P. Hawara 4a and b).54
These different text types and genres indicate the large array of options and 
strategies that Egyptians could access for divine intervention in legal decisions.
6 Sortilege between Divine Ordeals and “Secular” Justice
Divination in Egypt from pharaonic times until late antiquity was nearly 
exclusively bound to the temple. Therefore, it was most likely Egyptian 
priests who functioned as mantic specialists, acting as intermediates between 
petitioners and gods, while operating divinatory devices such as the Sortes 
Astrampsychi. The same is true for the executors of magical papyri. Quack, 
been updated (diorhomata); see also Marie-Thérèse Lenger, “Les lois et ordonnances des 
Lagides,” CEg 37 (1944), 109–46.
51   Jan Assmann, Der König als Sonnenpriester: ein kosmographischer Begleittext zur kultischen 
Sonnenhymnik in thebanischen Tempeln und Gräbern. ADAI.Ä 7 (Glückstadt: Augustin, 
1970).
52   They are also mentioned in the Roman period; see Lippert, “Law (Definitions and 
Codification),” 8: “but neither seems to have been binding so that it was up to the Roman 
officials acting as judges to consider them or not … Thus the relevance of Egyptian (and 
Greek) law diminished quickly although an outright ban never seems to have been 
enacted.” Huß, Die Verwaltung, 184–85 mentions prostagmata by gods and higher officials.
53   Brian P. Muhs, “Oracular Property Decrees in their Historical and Chronological 
Context,” in The Libyan Period in Egypt: Historical and Cultural Studies into the 21th–
24th Dynasties. Proceedings of a Conference at Leiden University, 25–27 October 2007, ed. 
Gerard P. F. Broekman, Robert J. Demarée, and Olaf E. Kaper. Egyptologische Uitgaven 23 
(Leuven: Peeters, 2007), 271.
54   Joachim Friedrich Quack, “Demotische magische und divinatorische Texte,” in Omina, 
Orakel, Rituale und Beschwörungen, ed. Bernd Janowski and Gernot Wilhelm, TUAT 4 
(Gütersloh: Gütersloher Verlagshaus, 2008), 382–384; Steve Pasek, Hawara. Eine ägyptische 
Siedlung in hellenistischer Zeit (Berlin: Frank & Timme 2007), 499–501.
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in his edition of the Book of the Temple, sees them as a group close or at least 
comparable to priests.55 Unlike in ancient Greece, there were no wandering 
priests in Egypt at this time.56 In later periods, however, a shift took place from 
temples or centers of pilgrimage not only to churches and monasteries but 
also to marginalized groups and individuals such as the hermits who carried 
holy books with them in opposition to the religious mainstream.57 This 
development from monolocal to polylocal staff can also be observed in poets 
wandering through Byzantine Egypt.58
To perform the oracles properly, sortilegi must have had competence not 
only in ritual matters but also in matters of daily life. In order to explain divine 
answers about marriage, they needed a quasi-sociological insight into the 
local community. To deal with decreed sortes about business transactions, 
they needed to understand the life of an ancient entrepreneur.59 Answers 
containing magico-medical issues such as life-threatening diseases required 
serious comment. The same holds for legal matters, as the five questions from 
the Sortes Astrampsychi mentioned at the beginning of this contribution 
clearly demonstrate. The sortilegus needed to know what he or she was doing, 
given the fact that the great majority of the population was illiterate, regardless 
of whether their mother tongue was Greek or Egyptian.60 Until late antiquity, 
and parallel to the process of Christianization in Egypt, especially in smaller 
55   Quack, “Göttliche Gerechtigkeit,” 136–37; Quack, “Das Buch vom Tempel und verwandte 
Texte. Ein Vorbericht,” Archiv für Religionsgeschichte 2 (2000): 1–20.
56   Manuel González Suárez, “Interpolaciones christianas en oráculos paganos,” in Fakes and 
Forgers of Classical Literature/Falsificationes y falsarios de la Literatura Clásica, ed. Javier 
Martínez (Madrid: Ediciones Clásicas, 2011), 110, wrongly opts for personal consultation 
of the Sortes Astrampsychi, that is, without a mantic specialist. For wandering personnel 
in Greece, see Michael A. Flower, The Seer in Ancient Greece (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 2008).
57   See the contribution of David Frankfurter in this volume.
58   Alan Cameron, “Wandering Poets: A Literary Movement in Byzantine Egypt,” Historia 
14 (1965): 470–509; Cameron, “Poets and Pagans in Byzantine Egypt,” in Egypt in the 
Byzantine World 300–700, ed. Roger S. Bagnall (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2007), 21–46.
59   See the contribution of David M. Ratzan in this volume.
60   Lutz Popko, Untersuchungen zur Geschichtsschreibung der Ahmosiden – und 
Thutmosidenzeit: “… damit man von seinen Taten noch in Millionen von Jahren sprechen 
wird”, Wahrnehmungen und Spuren Altägyptens: kulturgeschichtliche Beiträge zur 
Ägyptologie 2 (Würzburg: Ergon, 2006), 75–81; Dorothy J. Thompson, “Literacy and Power 
in Ptolemaic Egypt,” in Literacy and Power in the Ancient World, ed. Alan K. Bowman and 
Greg Woolf (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 69–70, 78–83; Robert K. Ritner, 
“The Religious, Social, and Legal Parameters of Traditional Egyptian Magic,” in Ancient 
Magic and Ritual Power, ed. Marvin Meyer and Paul A. Mirecki. RGRW 129 (Leiden: Brill 
2001), 52–53; Ann Ellis Hanson, “Ancient Illiteracy,” in Literacy in the Roman World, ed. 
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local communities, ritual, medical, legal and administrative knowledge was 
bundled together in the temples. What we consider today as the fields of 
religion, science, education and business were concentrated in this place with 
the adjunct house of life, school, notary, law court, etc. Some priests were to a 
certain extent familiar with casuistic and codified law.
This brings us to my final question: were parts of law in Egypt a secular 
phenomenon; or, as I prefer to put it, can discuss them with the help of the 
category of secularization?61 We usually equate modern (Western) societies 
with secularized society. In the public sphere, this means, for example, a 
non-theocratic state (in opposition to a theocracy). In the private sphere, 
this means leading a lifestyle without religious practices, such as prayer – in 
sum, a society with few or no encounters with a divinity. According to the 
philosopher Charles Taylor, this development has been viewed as the end of 
a progress of secularization. However, modern sociology and theology found 
that secularization is by no means a final stage of a cultural development 
nor can a life without spirituality be assumed even in Western (Christian) 
societies. Taylor situates the beginning of secularization in the Christian 
Western World at around 1500, although he believes the roots of the ‘Secular 
Age’ can be found in late antiquity with the spread of Christianity.62 Be that as 
it may, the term ‘secularization’ can be used as a tool for pre-modern societies 
as well to describe cases in which the usual religious element, the influence 
of priests and the temple was perhaps not as strong as expected, where a 
normative or ethical way of thinking substituted cultic practices. Because of 
the fact that all pre-modern societies were permeated with the divine, only 
certain situations could be described and interpreted by a methodology 
involving explanations from secularization. However, there is an Egyptological 
discussion about secularization involving funerary cult practices. Caring for the 
dead through offerings and prayers was by no means a matter of (family) ethics 
or religious values, but a proper business matter. This is what Allam called a 
“Säkularisierungsdebatte”. Contracts on payments for funerary practices have 
been made by people during their lifetime, with the priests acting for the god 
as a persona ficta. We also know of juristic cases in which dead people had 
been ‘revived.’63
Mary Beard et al., Journal of Roman Archaeology Supplement 3 (Ann Arbor: University of 
Michigan, 1991), 159–98.
61   For a historic methodology from the fifteenth century onwards, see Charles Taylor: A 
Secular Age (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2007).
62   Taylor, A Secular Age, 11–16, 35–48 for his definition of three forms of secularization.
63   Allam, “Recht im pharaonischen Ägypten,” 21–22, with sources from the New Kingdom. 
See also the discussion by Siegfried Morenz, “Totenaussagen im Dienste des Rechtes. Ein 
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In conclusion, we have seen in this chapter that in Egypt people asked oracles 
for help in legal matters. Such oracles formed part of the Egyptian system(s) of 
justice dating as far back as the New Kingdom. I have argued that text types 
such as oracles, temple oaths, and amuletic decrees should be understood in 
two ways: as texts of ritual practices in situations of coping with contingency; 
and also as texts of Egyptian/Ptolemaic/Roman Imperial law. Although 
ancient Egypt was a society highly intertwined with rituals, with a sacralized 
world order (Ma’at) and a divine king, one could interpret certain aspects of 
jurisdiction as quasi-secularized modes of thinking. This also shows that the 
Sortes Astrampsychi stand in the complex landscape of divination in Roman 
Egypt, and that text types with a longer tradition are increasingly elucidated 
both by newly edited texts and by fresh study of ones already known.
ägyptisches Element in Hellenismus und Spätantike,” Würzburger Jahrbücher 3 (1948): 
298–99 (citing literary texts); opposed by Hellmut Brunner, “Das rechtliche Fortleben des 
Toten bei den Ägyptern,” Archiv für Orientforschung 18 (1957–58): 52–61; Brunner, “Der 
Tote als rechtsfähige Person,” ZDMG 105 (1955), 27. Brunner opts for a sharp distinction 
between the world of religion and daily life (“Arbeitswelt”) by the Egyptians. According to 
him, law has not been mingled with cultic practices.
